welcome to the sister souljah fan site - sister souljah hip hop generation best selling author activist recording artist and film producer is one of the most powerful and meaningful persons speaking to, midnight a gangster love story by sister souljah - sister souljah the hip hop generation s number one author and most compelling storyteller delivers a powerful story about love and loyalty strength and family, the coldest winter ever by sister souljah paperback - the stunning national bestseller now features an illuminating discussion with sister souljah her secret thoughts on creating the story that has sold more than one, t i s new book explores incest between brother and sister - so at 11 the mom could see her son lusting after his adopted sister, bbc culture nwa the world s most dangerous group - our raps are documentary gangsta rap remained a political hot potato into the 1990s with politicians such as bill clinton admonishing sister souljah, 29 who murdered lionel russell jerry cornelius aka james - no jack not you or anyone else have blown my socks of you are not capable i have in depth knowledge of all the goings on down those valleys, the 10 absolutely worst rappers of all time soul in stereo - last week on the books of face i was pulled into an interesting convo about what constitutes the worst rapper of all time of course there are artists that we may, whitney houston s former girlfriend robyn crawford must be - yes this is so sad i have always been a big fan of whitney houston now to the person who wanted to know if whitney robyn stayed in contact, resources white nonsense roundup - how to protest without offending white people michael harriot article blog 26 sep 2017 http www theroot com how to protest without offending white people